some funk,
some jazz,
lot of fun !

We thank you for taking the following request into account in order to get the best conditions for
the show and everybody. Do not hesitate to ask us all your questions / difficulties. We will try to find
the best solution that fit us all.

contact@lesfanflures.fr / + 33 6 78 34 64 26.
Hospitality Rider
Les Fanflures Brass Band are:
+ 8 musicians
+ possibly 1 technician sound
+ possibly 1 additional person for merchandising and logistic
(the organization will be informed early in case of)

•

Dressing rooms / premises: plan a closed room in exclusive use for the group with a
sufficient size to welcome up to 10 people.
This space must be secured and relatively quiet. A shower is welcomed (in this case please provide
soap and towells)

Please provide in changing room: water and sparkling wate r, hot drinks (tea, coffee), soft (fruit
juice …), snacks (ex: fruits, cakes, bread, cheese, …), beers, a bottle of rum (type Clément, Gallant
…).


Parking : Plan a secured parking space close to the place of the concert.



Accomodation : please inform the group of the address of the place of accommodation at
least 2 weeks before the date of the concert.
Plan 4 rooms twins with separate beds + 1 single (or 1 more twins if additional person).
Possibility of being accommodated in holiday cottage or at the inhabitant where will be planned
sheets, blankets, towels and breakfast.
The check out and the breakfast should be possible at least until 10 a.m. even later.
 Meals / drinks :
Local Specialities are welcome!
1 hot and complete meal with wine per person.
Several meals, if necessary, according to the schedules of the set(s).
Important: 1 meal without pork.
Plan minimum 8 small bottles of water on stage.
 Pass :
Thank you for providing 1 pass All Access by artist (and accompanying person) as soon as the band
is arrving. The whole band should be able to circulate freely on the site at any time.
 Merchandising
Please plan a space secure and lit to install a stand of merchandising.
This space should be easy to be seen by the public. It should be provided at least 1 table and lights
in the exclusive use of Les Fanflures BB. No remuneration or percentage are due.

http://www.lesfanflures.fr // contact@lesfanflures.fr
Adm. & logistic : Agnès + 33 6 78 34 64 26 // Technic : Gabriel +33 6 63 92 56 30

